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• Abstract (300 words):
Buildings with green outer walls (façade greenery) are continuously gaining attention as they are expected to provide a wide range of ecosystem services as well as different cultural impacts related to image, identity and liveability of urban areas. The research focuses on perceptions of urban vertical green and addresses the question of (dis)appreciation of presence of vertical greenery in cities. It aims to answer the question what is the right amount of urban greenery in relation to the built elements in the eyes of users of urban environments. The emphasis is on visual sense, therefore the incidence of
these elements in diverse urban ambiences, perceived quality and attractiveness of space with and without vertical greenery is studied. The study as a whole combines two main research methods - a survey and an experiment on emotional stimuli brain response. In both cases the photo-shop-arranged images of real urban environments were used as a basic tool for investigation. The characteristics of space and of vertical greenery systems were manipulated on the images for various spatial situations. This paper focuses on the results of the first part of the research which aimed to identify public values on vertical green in urban open space and compare the results between two European countries - The Netherlands and Slovenia. The online structured questionnaire survey with 60 images was sent out in both countries and the responders were asked to provide their opinions on urban spaces with greened facades. There were two main target groups addressed - broader public and students of architecture. The results show that most citizens in both countries perceive vertical green as contribution to quality and pleasantness of urban ambiences.
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